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a b s t r a c t

The objective of the study was to assess the effects of interruption task similarity and complexity on
performance of a simulated industrial assembly operation. Eighteen participants performed a simulated
industrial assembly operation, including one trial with no interruption and eight others presenting an
interruption task. Interruption conditions comprised a full crossing of task similarity to the primary
assembly operation (similar, dissimilar) and complexity (simple, complex) with replication for each
participant. Order of condition presentation was randomized. Findings revealed greater time to return to
primary visual-manual assembly performance after a similar task interruption. Results also indicated
complex interruptions may promote cognitive arousal that increases productivity following assembly
interruptions. The majority of results are explained in terms of the Activation-Based Memory for Goals
model. Findings provide some guidance for interruption management protocol design for workers
engaged in procedural visual-manual assembly operations.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With increasing technology in the workplace, workers are often
faced with multitasking situations and greater levels of distraction
that can have negative side effects on primary task performance,
such as decreased productivity or increased errors. For example, in
an observational study in which operators captured and updated
telephone-line data on a computer screen, Eyrolle and Cellier
(2000) reported significant increases in processing time as the
number of task interruptions increased. Westbrook et al. (2010)
found that nurses who were interrupted while administering
medications exhibited a 12e13% increase in error rate and error
severity with more interruptions. In an analysis of daily work logs
of 21 employees, Murray and Khan (2014) found that office workers
experienced, on average, seven interruptions per day, while
Gonzalez and Mark (2004) observed workers to spend less than
3 min on any task before switching to another. These studies reveal
serious potential negative effects of interruptions on human
performance.
State University, 400 Daniels
1.1. Effects of interruptions on task performance

In a review of interruption literature, Li et al. (2011) categorized
primary tasks used in interruption research as: procedural (e.g.,
Gillie and Broadbent, 1989), problem-solving (e.g., Hodgetts and
Jones, 2006), and decision-making tasks (e.g., Hodgetts et al.,
2014). (These three types of tasks are reviewed more in-depth in
the following sections, including specific examples of each). In-
terruptions have beenmanipulated in terms of time of presentation
(e.g., Monk et al., 2004), number of occurrences (e.g., Eyrolle and
Cellier, 2000), complexity (e.g., Ziljstra et al., 1999), and similarity
to the primary task (e.g., Ledoux and Gordon, 2006). The general
objective of these studies has been to assess relative effects on
primary task performance. Response measures have commonly
included primary task completion time (e.g., Edwards and
Gronlund, 1998), primary task error rate (e.g., Monk et al., 2008),
interruption lag (defined as the time taken between acknowledging
a pending interruption and beginning the interruption task; e.g.,
Czerwinski et al., 2000), and resumption lag (defined as the time
taken to resume the primary task after completing the interruption
task; e.g., Cades et al., 2008). While findings in the existing litera-
ture suggest interruptions of all types have negative effects on
primary tasks of all types, the vast majority of primary tasks
that have been studied are cognitive in nature, with examples
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including: essay writing (Foroughi et al., 2014), aircraft radar screen
monitoring for targets (Hodgetts et al., 2014), or completing a series
of tasks in a video game (Gillie and Broadbent, 1989; Edwards and
Gronlund, 1998).

As Wickens et al. (2013) suggest, existing literature reports
conflicting results regarding the effect of similarity of an inter-
ruption to a primary task; some studies indicate similar in-
terruptions cause interference in working memory (WM), leading
to degraded performance (e.g., Lee and Duffy, 2012). However,
other research claims interruptions have a negative effect on per-
formance regardless of how similar demandsmay be to the primary
task (e.g., Speier et al., 1999). Inconsistent findings have also been
found regarding interruption complexity. Some research claims
that more complex interruptions degrade primary task perfor-
mance more so than simpler interruptions (Hodgetts and Jones,
2006; Cades et al., 2007). However, other research suggests there
is no significant difference (e.g., Ziljstra et al., 1999). One possible
explanation for these inconsistencies is the use of different exper-
imental paradigms across studies. Another explanation might be
the use of different definitions of similarity or complexity by re-
searchers. For example, level of complexity of interruption tasks
has been defined based on the nature of operations (perceptual,
cognitive and motor) and operation counts as well as task time.
However, task completion time is actually an outcome of
complexity and does not represent a work design parameter.
Related to this, task time limits represent artificial constraints that
are not normally imposed in real-world assembly operations.

Given the inconsistent research findings, we conducted a review
of existing literature on interruption similarity and complexity with
a focus on static tasks (i.e., tasks that do not evolve during an
interruption, as in assembly work) and explain results in terms of
Activation-Based Memory for Goals (MFG; Altmann and Trafton,
2002) theory. MFG theory has three facets that predict cognition:
(1) an interference level, the theoretical level above which a goal
needs to be in order to direct behavior; (2) a strengthening
constraint, which is required to make a goal higher than the
theoretical interference level and consequently direct behavior;
and (3) a priming constraint, which predicts the relationship be-
tween cue strength and goal encoding. MFG models the cognition
involved in switching between goals, and the relative interference
that multiple goals pose on each other, making it a suitable theory
for explaining the effects of interruption similarity and complexity.

1.2. Similarity of interruption and primary task demands

Lee and Duffy (2012) conducted an experiment with two types
of interruption tasks and two types of primary tasks, including
math word problems and simple word processing, in order to
assess effects of similarity of the interrupting task on primary task
performance. They found combinations of similar tasks (e.g., a word
problem task being interrupted by another word problem) to pro-
duce longer task completion times and higher error rates than
combinations of dissimilar tasks. Similarly, Eyrolle and Cellier
(2000) also demonstrated that similar interruptions degraded
task completion time and increased error rates in a rule-based
perception task. Regarding procedural tasks, Gillie and Broadbent
(1989) and Edwards and Gronlund (1998), using a similar para-
digm, found similar interruptions in a procedural “to-do list” task to
degrade task completion time and increase error rates. Since sim-
ilarity can be defined in multiple ways (e.g., Wickens et al., 2013), it
should be noted that the studies reviewed in this section manip-
ulated the similarity of interruption task operations, as opposed to
similarity of information coding or modalities of information pre-
sentation. MFG theory suggests that when people switch from one
task/goal to another, the residual goal from the previous task
interferes with the new goal, leading to the negative effects
demonstrated by these experiments. Coupled with memory theory
(Wickens, 1992, pp. 227e228), it is possible that similarity-induced
confusion of goals among tasks might lead to greater negative ef-
fects on performance than under dissimilar goal conditions.

1.3. Complexity of the interruption task

Eyrolle and Cellier (2000) defined complexity as the amount of
information processed during the interruption task, and investi-
gated the effects of interruption complexity on rule-based task
performance. They reported a marginally significant effect on error
rate, but no effect on task completion time. Hodgetts and Jones
(2006), in an experiment utilizing a problem-solving Tower of
London task, found resumption lag to be shorter following a simple
interruption (completion of a “mood checklist”) than following a
complex interruption (a verbal reasoning task). Regarding the ef-
fects of complex interruptions on procedural tasks, Gillie and
Broadbent (1989) concluded interruption complexity was an indi-
cator of a disruptive interruption; complex interruptions were
demonstrated to increase primary task completion time compared
to simple interruptions. Finally, in a series of procedural VCR-
programming tasks, several studies found more complex in-
terruptions increased resumption lag (Monk et al., 2004; Cades
et al., 2008) and error rate (Monk et al., 2008). However, Cades
et al. (2007) found that resumption times in the complex (3-back
recall) and simple (1-back recall) conditions were not statistically
different, concluding that interruption complexity may not be the
only reason for disruptiveness. Despite the differing results, com-
plex tasks require greater engagement than simple tasks, possibly
leading to the complex-task goal being more active than goals for
simple interruptions, as explained by MFG. Being more active, the
complex-interruption goal may interfere to a greater extent with
the primary task goal upon return to the primary task, leading to
increased resumption lag, error rate, and task completion time.

1.4. Other measures of interruption effects

Although error rates and response times have been used
extensively for assessing the effects of interruptions on primary
task performance, little work has reported on physiological re-
sponses to interruptions (e.g., Katidioti et al., 2014). Related to this,
there is a substantial body of work on the use of physiological re-
sponses as proxy measures of workload with advantages of unob-
trusiveness and high resolution. For example, Young and Stanton
(2005) said that heart rate (HR) provides a simple method of
monitoring of workload state without being intrusive on primary
task performance. During task performance, participants expend
mental effort, which has been associated with increased HR. In a
reviewarticle of pilot workload assessment, Roscoe (1992) reported
HR responses to be a reasonably accurate and reliable indicator of
workload changes. Paxion et al. (2014) identified HR as a sensitive
indicator of high- and low-complexity driving situations. A review
by Scerbo et al. (2001) revealed the use of HR for measuring pilot
workload in a flight simulator, automobile driver workload, and
workload for electrical equipment operators conducting a visual-
manual task. These studies suggest HR may be sensitive to work-
load associated with interruptions in various domains.

1.5. Problem statement

Existing work in the field of interruption effects has identified
potential negative effects, including degradations in productivity
(e.g., task completion time), increased error rates, and increased
resumption lag. Furthermore, there are conflicting findings
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regarding the effects of complexity and similarity of interruption
tasks on primary task performance. The vast majority of research in
the field focuses on cognitive tasks with little work having inves-
tigated interruptions in procedural visual-manual tasks, such as
worker assembly of products in a manufacturing environment.
Since there are over 12 million manufacturing workers in the
United States (Bureau of Labor Statistics (2015)), it is important to
assess the effects of interruptions on this population with potential
generalizability to other domains involving similar types of tasks.
Given these shortcomings in the existing literature, we conducted
an experiment to analyze effects of similar and complex in-
terruptions on performance in a simulated industrial assembly
operation. In order to simulate a manual assembly task as closely as
possible, we defined a Lego assembly task involving block grasping,
repositioning, and fastening actions, similar to the behaviors
required to perform an occupational assembly task. This type of
task differs from computer simulations (requiring mouse,
keyboard, and/or touchscreen interaction), as used in previous
interruption experiments. From a practical perspective, the
research was aimed at addressing questions such as: what types of
interruptions in assembly work would be least disruptive to oper-
ators? And what types of interruptions should be delayed (if
possible) to the end of an assembly cycle?

1.6. Hypotheses

Based on the literature review, Table 1 presents hypotheses for
each response in our experiment.

2. Method

2.1. Participants

Eighteen undergraduate and graduate students with varied ac-
ademic backgrounds (11 male, 7 female) between 19 and 32 years
of age (m ¼ 22.6, s¼ 3.42) were recruited for this study. The sample
sizewas based on a calculation considering pilot test data (response
means for experiment condition and variance) and a Type I error of
0.05 and Type II error of 0.2. All participants self-reported normal or
corrected 20/20 vision, no color vision impairment, or upper ex-
tremity disability, which were required for performance of the as-
sembly operation. Participants were compensated at a rate of $15/
hour for their time.

2.2. Independent variables

The independent variable manipulations included complexity
(simple vs. complex) and similarity (similar vs. dissimilar) of the
interruption task to the primary assembly operation. The primary
task was a 36-layer Lego assembly operation with a procedural,
step-by-step manual. To validate the task to ensure it was compa-
rable to a real-world assembly task, we conducted a fundamental
motion analysis (Freivalds, 2014, pp. 151e154) and compared it to a
motion analysis for iPhone assembly (Ma, 2014) since both involve
manual assembly directed by a procedural, step-by-step manual.
Table 1
Hypotheses formulated for the experiment.

Response Interruption (compared to
non-interruption conditions)

Co
sim

Error rate Increased Inc
Post-interruption productivity Decreased De
Resumption lag N/A Lo
Workload N/A Inc
Fig. 1 reveals the Lego assembly to be comparable to the basic
iPhone assembly operation in terms of fundamental motion
behavior (e.g., search, select, reach, grasp, move, etc.).

The first three pages from an example manual are presented in
Fig. 2a. The numbers located in top-left corner indicate the current
assembly layer and the bricks in the box indicate required pieces for
the layer. WM is required to encode the task goal, store the color
and shape of Lego pieces and to reposition the Lego and/or as-
sembly in order to correctly fasten the Lego to the assembly. Lim-
itations in WM capacity could lead to repeated viewing of the
instructions (and, consequently, increased completion time) and/or
errors in the assembly. When switching to the interruption task, it
was expected that WM chunks dedicated to Lego shape, color,
location, etc. would decay until return to the primary task. The
encoded goal of completing the primary assembly was also ex-
pected to decay (as predicted by MFG), since a new goal associated
with the interruption task was encoded, but was expected to be re-
instantiated upon return to the primary task.

The similar interruption task required participants to perform
another Lego assembly operation while the dissimilar interruption
tasks were a series of pencil-and-paper math problems, unrelated
to the primary Lego assembly operation (Geary et al., 1986). The
simple-similar interruption task was a 12-layer Lego assembly,
requiring only one type of Lego brick, presented with a procedural,
step-by-step manual (see Fig. 2b). The complex-similar level was a
five-layer assembly operation involving a variety of Lego blocks
with the assembly reference being a one-page static “3D” computer
image (see Fig. 2c), requiring participants to mentally rotate the
assembly in order to correctly complete layers. The four combina-
tions of interruption tasks are detailed in Table 2.

The simple-dissimilar interruption task involved basic addition
problems and the complex-dissimilar task involved higher-
difficulty multiplication problems requiring carry-over of a digit
to the hundredths place. All problems within each level of
complexity were formulated to ensure use of the same number of
WM chunks. Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules
(GOMS) models were developed to determine the maximum WM
chunk counts required by each task (Kieras, 1997), an approach
used by Magrabi et al. (2010) to justify complexity levels of inter-
ruption tasks. The models revealed that the complex tasks imposed
greater WM loads than the simple tasks. Pilot testing corroborated
the models, as they required significantly more time (p < 0.05) to
complete than the simple tasks, across both similar and dissimilar
tasks. A similar manipulation-check procedure was used by Speier
et al. (1999).

2.3. Apparatus

The experiment setup consisted of two desktop computers
presenting instructions for the primary assembly and similar
interruption tasks, along with space in the interruption task area to
complete the paper-based dissimilar interruption tasks. Two tables,
oriented perpendicular to each other, were used to administer the
main and interruption tasks separately (see Fig. 3). Each unique
Lego type was placed in a separate part bin on each table. Bins were
mplex interruptions (compared to
ple interruptions)

Similar interruptions (compared to
dissimilar interruptions)

reased Increased
creased Decreased
nger Longer
reased Increased



Fig. 1. Motion analysis of (a) iPhone assembly and (b) Lego assembly tasks.
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Fig. 2. (a) An example step-by-step primary task assembly manual; (b) an example 11th-layer similar-simple interruption assembly manual; and (c) the manual for the similar-
complex interruption task.

Table 2
Descriptions of the interruption tasks.

Complexity level Similarity to primary task Description WM chunk counts

Simple Similar Assembly operation with Legos of the same
shape (i.e., 2*4) and a step-by-step manual

4

Dissimilar Addition problems; A þ B where 1 < A<9,
1 < B < 9, and A*B < 25

3

Complex Similar Assembly operation with Legos of different
shapes and static 3D instructions.

7

Dissimilar Multiplication problems which require carrying over
a digit to the hundredths place; A*B where A<99, B>9, and A! ¼ B

6
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located at a distance of 547.7 mm from participants, which was
calculated based on the 5th percentile of zone of convenience reach
for the US population (Bridger, 2008).

2.4. Procedure

Prior to the scheduled experiment time, potential participants
were asked to disclose any color vision impairment, upper ex-
tremity disability, and prior experience with Legos. We excluded
participants who indicated recent and frequent Lego use in order to
recruit a uniform set of participants in terms of Lego assembly skill.
Upon arrival to the experiment, participants read and signed an
informed consent document and were subsequently asked to don a
HR chest strap monitor (Polar S810i HR Monitoring system, Polar
Electro Oy, Finland). They were then given an overview of the
experiment, and a training session was provided to familiarize
participants with the Lego assembly operation and interruption
tasks.

For trials with interruption, participants heard an automated
bell, indicating a stop for the primary task with immediate execu-
tion of the interruption task at the other table until completion. The
interruption occurred at random times between 3 and 5 min after
the start of the primary task to allow participants to cognitively
immerse themselves in the work before the interruption occurred.
(The uninterrupted primary task lasted approximately 6 min) The
interruption time frame was chosen based on situation awareness
studies indicating participants require ~3e5 min to learn system
states before a first assessment should be made (Endsley, 2000).
Furthermore, Murray and Khan (2014) reported that interruptions
occurring near the end of a primary task were more impactful than



Fig. 3. Experiment setup, including instructions, primary task assembly area, and
interruption task area.
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those near the beginning, potentially promoting the sensitivity of
our study.

Once the interruption task was completed, participants were
asked to immediately return to the primary task. Although MFG
theory predicts that the duration of an interruption can affect
Fig. 4. Timeline of events for each trial and terminology used as a basis

Table 3
Dependent variable definitions.

Dependent variable Description

Error rate The number of primary-task layers in wh
with respect to the color, shape, and orie

Post-interruption time per layer The average time to complete the remai
performance; tpost/LR in Fig. 4 (LR equals
layers completed). To assess the effect o
the time per layer in the treatment tasks
(tpost,treatment/LR)-(tpost,baseline/LR). Higher
the treatment scenario, the tpost,baseline w
This measure was calculated in order to
baseline assembly (e.g., the participant w
scenario, which could have skewed the r
to the time-per-layer of the total baselin
of each participant.

Resumption lag The time to resume the primary task aft
task and a participant placing a first Lego
recorded by experimenter keystrokes at
interruption task, and (2) when they pla

Increase in HR The percent increase in HR during the in
Although HR variability has previously b
the duration of our tasks was too short (
(Wilson, 1992; Jorna, 1992). Furthermor
indication of cognitive load.
post-interruption performance, we required participants to finish
the interruption task in order for the experiment to more closely
replicate a real-life interruption situation. In industrial assembly
operations, for example, if a worker is pulled from a production
line for rework of a unit, the rework is completed prior to return
to the primary assembly operation. Once participants in our
study finished the primary assembly operation, they were given a
break before proceeding to the next trial. During this break, the
part bins containing specific types of Legos were repositioned to
prevent participants from learning part locations. This proced-
ure was repeated eight times, lasting approximately 2.5 h per
participant.
2.5. Experiment design

The experiment followed a 2 � 2 within-subjects design rep-
resenting a full crossing of the levels of interruption complexity and
similarity. Each condition was replicated for each participant in
order to quantify any performance variability due to individual
differences, yielding eight treatment trials. Participants were also
administered a baseline trial that included no interruptions,
resulting in nine total trials per participant. The order of adminis-
tration of the nine trials was randomized in order to mitigate po-
tential order effects.
2.6. Dependent variables

Dependent variables included error rate in the primary
for response calculations (each assembly contained 36 total layers).

ich an assembled layer was not identical to the manual
ntation, divided by the total number of layers of the assembly.
ning layers of the primary assembly after interruption task
the total number of layers, 36, minus the number of pre-interruption

f interruptions across all manipulations, analysis was performed on
minus the equivalent time per layer in the baseline task;
productivity equates to a smaller time per layer (e.g., if LR ¼ 10 in
as a measure of the time to complete the last 10 layers in the baseline scenario).
mitigate any potential learning or fatigue effects associated with the
as unfamiliar with the bin locations at the beginning of the baseline
esults had we compared the time-per-layer of the post interruption time
e assembly). This was calculated post-experiment via video recordings

er interruption, measured as the time between the end of the interruption
on the primary assembly. Resumption lag was calculated based on timestamps

a timing software application when a participant (1) finished the
ced the first Lego on the primary assembly.
terruption task, compared to the participant's HR before interruption.
een used as an indicator of cognitive workload in low physical demand tasks,
1.5e3 min) to accurately determine the variability measure
e, the physical activity of the Lego assembly was expected to corrupt any
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assembly operation, post-interruption time per layer, resumption
lag time, and percent increase in HR from pre-interruption per-
formance to post-interruption performance. Fig. 4 provides infor-
mation on how each response was calculated, and Table 3 reports
the dependent variables and their descriptions.
2.7. Data analyses

Prior to any inferential statistical analyses, all response data sets
were screened for outlier data points. Outliers were defined as
extreme points as identified by residual plots against fitted values
(Netter et al., 1990). Regarding the post-interruption time per layer
analysis, 45 data points were excluded from the t-test analysis and
33 data points from the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) due to
experiment equipment issues (e.g., missing video recordings),
failure of participants to follow instructions, or identified as out-
liers. For the resumption lag analysis, 7 data points were excluded,
and for the HR analyses, 26 data points were excluded. Since
interruption task duration was not controlled (see Table 4 for
descriptive statistics on the interruption times) and has been
shown to significantly alter behavior in prior research (e.g., Monk
et al., 2008), the effect of interruption duration was included in
the ANOVA for post-interruption productivity and resumption lag.
However, the term did not prove significant in either response
model (p¼ 0.12 and 0.72, respectively) andwas, therefore, removed
for all reported statistical analyses. Similarly, trial number was
initially added to the response models as a covariate but was
removed from the HR analysis due to a lack of significance
(p ¼ 0.78). There was a significant trend of decreasing time per
layer (p < 0.01) and decreasing resumption lag (p ¼ 0.03) as the
experiment progressed.

A paired t-test was used to analyze the effect of interruptions
across conditions on post-interruption time per layer (productivity)
while ANOVA was used to analyze the effects of similarity and
Table 4
Descriptive statistics for interruption duration.

Independent
variable

Level Mean
(s)

Standard deviation
(s)

Similarity Similar 88.34 24.04
Dissimilar 138.72 94.20

Complexity Simple 82.88 16.32
Complex 144.90 93.21

Interaction Similar-Simple 84.66 15.36
Similar-Complex 92.02 31.76
Dissimilar-Simple 81.14 17.26
Dissimilar-Complex 196.31 104.31

Table 5
Descriptive statistics for number of assembly operation errors.

Condition Mean Standard deviation

Similar-simple 0.057 0.236
Similar-complex 0.056 0.232
Dissimilar-simple 0.000 0.000
Dissimilar-complex 0.083 0.280

Table 6
Descriptive statistics for time per layer in interruption trials.

Condition

Difference between interruption and baseline
Similar-simple
Similar-complex
Dissimilar-simple
Dissimilar-complex
complexity of interruptions on the dependent variables. Constant
variance and residual normality were assessed using accepted sta-
tistical diagnostic procedures to ensure all ANOVA assumptionswere
met. If there was evidence of any assumption violation, either a
square-root transformwas applied to the raw responses (Netter et al.,
1990) or the responses were ranked in order to conduct a nonpara-
metric ANOVA. All plots of responsemeasures also include error bars
representing one standard deviation from themean. For all statistical
tests, we also report observed or post-hoc power (1�b) values.

3. Results

3.1. Error rates

Shown in Table 5, error rates in the primary assembly operation
were uniformly low across participants in all conditions. There
were no significant effects of interruption similarity or complexity
on error rates (p > 0.05).

3.2. Post-interruption time per layer

A paired t-test revealed a significant effect of interruptions
(t(98)¼�4.353, p< 0.001, d¼ 0.101) onmean time per layer. Reported
in Table 6, the mean time per layer decreased significantly (i.e., pro-
ductivity increased) after an interruption (m¼ 10.290 s, s¼ 2.476 s), as
compared to the baseline trial (m ¼ 11.154 s, s ¼ 2.986 s).

An ANOVA was performed on the square-root-transform of
mean time per post-interruption layer in order to assess the effect
of different types of interruptions. Results revealed a significant
effect of complexity (F(1,91) ¼ 4.2903, p ¼ 0.041, u2 ¼ 0.013,
1�b ¼ 0.4243), but no effect of similarity (F(1,91) ¼ 1.5508,
p ¼ 0.216, u2 ¼ 0.002, 1�b ¼ 0.1097) or an interaction effect
(F(1,91) ¼ 0.326, p ¼ 0.570, u2 ¼ 0.000, 1�b ¼ 0.05). Complex in-
terruptions significantly decreased time per layer (i.e., increased
productivity) after the interruption, as compared to simple
interruptions.

3.3. Resumption lag

An ANOVAwas performed on resumption lag z-scores, revealing
a significant effect of similarity (F(1,114) ¼ 7.4546, p ¼ 0.007,
u2 ¼ 0.050, 1-b ¼ 0.7032), but no significant effect of complexity
(F(1,114) ¼ 0.2030, p ¼ 0.653, u2 ¼ 0.000, 1-b ¼ 0.05) or an inter-
action effect (F(1,114) ¼ 0.0006, p ¼ 0.981, u2 ¼ 0.000, 1-b ¼ 0.05).
Shown in Fig. 5, resumption lag was significantly longer when the
interruption task was similar to the main assembly operation vs.
the dissimilar arithmetic task.

3.4. Heart rate increase

A nonparametric ANOVA was performed on the ranked percent
increase in HR response, revealing a significant effect of similarity
(F(1,98) ¼ 11.3832, p ¼ 0.001, u2 ¼ 0.061, 1�b ¼ 0.8838), but no
effect of complexity (F(1,98) ¼ 0.7452, p ¼ 0.390, u2 ¼ 0.000,
1�b ¼ 0.05) or an interaction effect (F(1,98) ¼ 0.9448, p ¼ 0.333,
Mean (s) Standard deviation (s)

�0.863 1.973
10.002 5.095
10.915 2.800
10.600 2.155
10.339 2.611



Fig. 5. The effect of experiment condition on resumption lag.

Fig. 6. The effect of experiment condition on percent increase in HR.
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u2 ¼ 0.000, 1�b ¼ 0.05). Shown in Fig. 6, similar interruptions
increased HR more than dissimilar interruptions.

4. Discussion

In general, the hypotheses formulated on the potential influence
of interruption similarity and complexity on the various response
measures were based on trends reported in the prior literature. We
expected error rates to increase in the presence of interruptions, in
the presence of more complex interruptions, and in the presence of
similar interruptions, accordingly. Results did not support these
hypotheses, as error rates were consistently low across all experi-
mental conditions. When participants resumed their previously-
suspended goal of primary task completion, they were presented
with color-coded instructions on a large computer screen with in-
structions beginning where they left off prior to the interruption,
representing a very strong visual cue. From the viewpoint of MFG
theory, these strong visual cues supported performance to the point
that there were very few assembly errors. Some existing work has
reported no effect of interruptions on errors, particularly when task
cues are strong, suggesting that error rate may simply not be sen-
sitive to the effect of interruptions (Hodgetts et al., 2014; Hodgetts
and Jones, 2006; Monk et al., 2008; Magrabi et al., 2010). Beyond
this, Monk et al. (2004) and Li et al. (2008) reported that the timing
of the interruption had a significant effect on error rate. Since we
randomized the timing of the interruptions relative to the primary
task, it is also possible that this procedure diminished any effect on
error rates following primary task resumption.

Contrary to our expectation that productivity would decrease
following an interruption, post-interruption productivity in the
primary task increased. We also expected that complex and similar
interruptions would degrade post-interruption productivity;
neither of these hypotheses were supported by the results. There
was a significant effect of complexity, but productivity increased
after the interruption, contrary to expectation. Since complex in-
terruptions took longer to complete, participants may have felt the
need to compensate for time away from the primary task by
working more quickly after the interruption (despite the fact that
participants were instructed to complete the primary task as
quickly as possible, under all circumstances). Most of the existing
interruption research has studied primary tasks requiring high-
level critical thinking, including procedure planning. Even in the
VCR programming task used by Monk et al. (2008), participants
were not guided step-by-step through the process and had to
formulate a procedure. Our primary Lego assembly task required
participants to simply follow the instructional manual and the
participants might have been able to develop some degree of
automaticity in task performance. This task design differentiates
our research from other previous studies. In regard to our complex
interruptions, both the difficult multiplication problems and
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complex Lego assembly required a higher-degree of cognition,
including extensive WM use and/or mental rotation of an assembly
in WM, as compared to the primary Lego assembly task. Therefore,
our results suggest that arousal via cognitively-demanding in-
terruptions may have a positive carry-over effect on performance of
more mundane, procedural assembly tasks. Referring to MFG the-
ory, it is possible that increased complexity required greater
participant engagement, as well as increased time to complete the
tasks, leading to decay of the primary task completion goal below
the “interference level”; that is, the theoretical threshold above
which goals need to be activated to direct behavior. Upon
completion of the complex interruptions, participants were
required to encode a new goal and, in combination with the
anticipation of being close to finishing the task, might have led to
increased arousal and higher post-interruption productivity.

There was no significant resumption lag difference between
simple/complex interruption tasks, but lag was significantly greater
when a similar interruption was administered than a complex one.
The second finding suggests that there may be interference in WM
between the interruption task and the primary task in the 3e8 s it
took to transition back to the primary assembly operation. As
explained byMFG theory, our similar interruption conditionsmight
have led to a higher rate of decay of the primary task goal than
dissimilar interruptions, providing enough interference with the
primary task goal to increase workload (reflected in the HR
response) and delay return to the primary task. It is also possible
that the differences in media (i.e., colorful computer-based in-
structions for the similar interruptions vs. paper and pencil for the
dissimilar interruptions) might have contributed to these results, as
there may have been less goal interference switching between
different mediums than switching to a task presented in the same
medium.

The cardiac response revealed no significant difference in
interruption complexity, contrary to our hypothesis. However,
there was a significant difference in HR due to interruption simi-
larity, supporting our expectation that similar interruptions would
increase cognitive workload. Our results indicate that participants
experienced higher levels of workload (as indicated by the
increased HR) during the similar interruptions, as compared with
dissimilar interruptions. Participants may have experienced addi-
tional cognitive loading due to the interference associated with
switching between goals of similar tasks, as predicted by MFG. The
large standard deviations shown in Fig. 6 are likely due to indi-
vidual differences in HR, since HR is dependent on many factors,
including physical fitness, caffeine intake, age, gender, etc. (Indi-
vidual differences were accounted for in our statistical analyses by
normalizing the response measures for each participant.) Our re-
sults on interruption complexity, while unexpected, are similar to
Ziljstra et al. (1999), who found that a more complex interruption
did not have a significant effect on psychological state.

5. Conclusions

The primary objective of this study was to assess the effect of
interruptions, including similarity and complexity characteristics,
on performance in a simulation of a procedural visual-manual as-
sembly task. Findings indicate that complex interruptions may
cause arousal that increases productivity in a primary assembly
operation following an interruption. Similar interruptions both
increaseworkload and time required to resume a primary assembly
operation following an interruption. Although some of the results
we obtained suggest differential effects of interruption complexity
and similarity, the behavior exhibited by participants can generally
be explained byMFG theory. The goals associated with the different
tasks need to be activated and reactivated throughout the task and
differences in similarity and complexity of primary and interrup-
tion tasks lead to differences in how the goals are encoded, decay,
and interfere with one another. In regard to the practical research
questions we identified in our Problem Statement, findings suggest
that while it is not ideal to interrupt a worker during an assembly
operation, status updates or performance of mental calculations
may be less disruptive than assembly rework or repairs, which
should be saved for the end of a workshift or an ongoing assembly
operation.

5.1. Limitations

The primary task in our experiment was a completely manual
assembly operation; that is, no tools were required for the assem-
bly, which may not be representative of many industrial jobs.
Another limitation was that participants were interrupted by an
automated bell, which may not be representative of actual job
environments where interruptions may come in the form of re-
quests for information by other employees or supervisors. Finally,
the primary task that we studiedmight have been relatively simple,
as reflected by the consistently low error rates across experimental
conditions; however, the task design was intended to be a realistic
representation of assembly operation performance and to provide a
basis for generalizing interruption research results to the assembly
domain, in general.

5.2. Future work

Future work should examine the use of different, more complex
assemblies potentially including tool use. Further work could
involve a paradigm in which participants choose when to stop the
primary task and begin the interruption task rather than requiring
them to immediately address the interruption. Finally, a follow-on
experiment should investigate the utility of interrupting a
mundane/monotonous task for boosting post-interruption
productivity.
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